Solar cooker for cooking, barbecuing,
baking, roasting and deep-frying
The highly efficient solar cooker is avaible at any time of the
year and within all degrees of latitude. You will be surprised
at which short time dishes including cake, meet, stew,
pizza, bread or pasta on the solar cooker are ready to serve.

Solar cooker Premium14
Order-No.: 110-0007

359,00 EUR

The rack is made of zinced steel and the
reflector frame is made of aluminium.
The solar cooker kit is completely
equipped thus integrating the comprehensive installation manual and
cooking instructions as well as the
fastening means.
Technical data:
Reflector diameter = 140 cm
Output = 700 Watt at clear sky (1 litres of
water are boiled within 9 minutes.)

Solar cooker Premium11
Order-No.: 110-0003
289,00 EUR
Design and finish same as with solar
cooker Premium14, however with a
reflector diameter of 110 cm.
In comparison to solar cooker Premium14
the complete solar cooker Premium11 is
made of aluminium.
The solar cooker kit is completely
equipped thus integrating the comprehensive installation manual and cooking
instructions as well as the fastening
means.
Technical data:
Reflector diameter = 110 cm
Output = 450 Watt at clear sky
(1 litres of water are boiling within 13
minutes), Weight, packing included: 12 kg
Packing dimensions: 117 x 58 x 12 cm

Weight, packing included: 18,5 kg
Packing dimensions: 117 x 55 x 10 cm

¨
Noble design, operatively sound and greatest
possible control comfort.

The high-class quality solar cooker is
suitable for families and for small trade in
developing countries, e.g. cookshops,
dye-works, juice making, drinking water
preparation.

Due to its high-grade dual-usage packing,
the solar cooker is well protected in transport.
CONTACT ADDRESS

The solar cooker is easily and quickly assembled and disassembled, and the swiveltype rack belonging to it allows to direct the
cooker towards the sun.
Due to a ceramic protective layer the
reflecting material is weatherproof and
sheltered from saline air as well as from
pollution by chemicals.

Back view of the solar cooker. The reflector is protected from damage by a safety roll bar (see arrow)
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Pot12l
Order-No.: 210-0001

29,00 EUR

It is possible to reproduce the solar cooker
SK14 having a diameter of 140cm.

Content 12 litres, diameter 28 cm, with lid

Technical data:

The outside of the enamelled pot is pale
black in order to particularly well support the
conversion of the solar radiation into heat.
The pot size is suitable for the use in the solar
cooker Premium14 and Premium11

In accordance with the solar cooker
SK14 data,
Weight with screws: 2,7 kg

TERMS OF DELIVERY

All prices including 19 % VAT. Freight
and packing are extra cost.

Set of reflector sheets SK14, length 86 cm

Set of reflector sheets, eloxal
for solar cooker SK14
Order-No.: 110-0008

Pot4l
Order-No.: 210-0002

19,00 EUR

Content 4 litres, diameter 20 cm, with lid
The outside of the enamelled pot is pale
black in order to particularly well support the
conversion of the solar radiation into heat.
The pot size is suitable for the use in the solar
cooker Premium11 and Premium14.

Set of reflector sheets for the homemade
construction of the solar cooker, the stainlesssteel screws to connect the individual sheets
included.
The number of 24 cut and drilled aluminium
sheets are eloxed, without a ceramic protective layer.

Order-No.: 110-0006

82,00 EUR

Set of reflector sheets for the homemade
construction of the solar cooker, the stainlesssteel screws to connect the individual sheets
included.
The number of 24 cut and drilled aluminium
sheets are weatherproof owing to a ceramic
protective layer and sheltered from saline
and chemically polluted air.
In addition, the reflector material is more
scratch resistant in comparison with any
eloxal type and easier to clean.

Our general terms of payment and
delivery are effective. All previous
price lists become invalid by this
price list.

Please ask for a non-binding offer
if you order large numbers.

Set of reflector sheets, coated
for solar cooker SK11
Order-No.: 110-0009

Set of reflector sheets, coated
for solar cooker SK14

66,00 EUR

75,00 EUR

You will find recommendations for
further cooking utensils appropriate for
the solar cooker at our internet website.

Set of reflector sheets for the homemade
construction of the solar cooker, the stainlesssteel screws to connect the individual sheets
included.
The number of 24 cut and drilled aluminium
sheets are weatherproof owing to a ceramic
protective layer and sheltered from saline
and chemically polluted air.
It is possible to reproduce the solar cooker
SK11 having a diameter of 110 cm.
Technical data:
In accordance with the solar cooker SK11
data,

Newsletter-Abonnement
Under www.sun-and-ice.de you can
subscribe to our newsletter and cancel
the subscription free of charge.
Among other things, our newsletter
provides you with information on new
developments and on solar cooker
projects in developing countries.
Copyright Sun and Ice GmbH

Weight with screws:1,8 kg
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